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Research is to see what everybody else has seen,
and to think what nobody else has thought…
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi 1937 Nobel Prize for Medicine
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• A Polish and naturalized-French Physicist
and Chemist who conducted pioneering
research on radioactivity.
• As part of the Curie family legacy of five
Nobel Prizes, she was the first woman to
win a Nobel Prize, the first person and the
only woman to win the Nobel Prize twice,
and the only person to win the Nobel
Prize in two scientific fields.
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• She shared the 1903 Nobel Prize in Physics
with her husband Pierre Curie and physicist
Henri Becquerel, for their pioneering work
developing the theory of "radioactivity" (a
term she coined).
• Using techniques she invented for isolating
radioactive isotopes, she won the 1911
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the discovery of
two elements, polonium and radium.
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• Poland had been partitioned in the 18th
century among Russia, Prussia, and Austria,
and it was Maria Skłodowska Curie's hope
that naming the element after her native
country would bring world attention to
Poland's lack of independence as a
sovereign state.
• Polonium may have been the first chemical
element named to highlight a political
question.
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An Indian Physicist who made groundbreaking works in the
field of light scattering.
With his student K. S. Krishnan, he discovered that when
light traverses a transparent material, some of the deflected
light change wavelength and amplitude.
This phenomenon was a new type of scattering of light and
was subsequently known as the Raman effect (Raman
scattering).
Raman won the 1930 Nobel Prize in Physics and was the
first Asian person to receive a Nobel Prize in any branch of
science.
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On his first trip to Europe, seeing the Mediterranean Sea
motivated him to correctly describe the reason for the blue
colour of the sea as a phenomenon of diffraction.
He founded the Indian Journal of Physics in 1926. He and
Krishnan discovered on 28 February 1928 a novel
phenomenon of light scattering, which they called "modified
scattering," but more famously known as the Raman effect.
The day is celebrated by the Government of India as the
National Science Day every year.
Raman moved to the Indian Institute of Science in
Bangalore in 1933 to become its first Indian Director. There
he founded the Indian Academy of Sciences the same year.
He established the Raman Research Institute in 1948 where
he worked to his last days.
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• In 1954, the Government of India honoured
him with the first Bharat Ratna (along with
politician C. Rajagopalachari and philosopher
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan), its highest civilian
award.
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• Chemical science - the science of matter;
the branch of the natural sciences dealing
with the composition of substances and their
properties and reactions …
• Natural science - the sciences involved in
the study of the physical world and its
phenomena …
• The Royal Society of Chemistry's purpose is
to advance excellence in the chemical
sciences – to improve the lives of people
around the world now and in the future.
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Joseph Priestley (1733–1804)
… philosopher, political theorist and dissenting clergyman,
Joseph Priestley was the first scientist to discover oxygen.
In August 1774, Priestley isolated what he called an ‘air’ that
appeared to be completely new.
It wasn’t until March 1775 that he wrote to several people
about this new air, when he conducted new experiments into
it.
Priestley shut mice in a tight-sealed container filled with the
new air and found they could survive longer than with normal
air.
[Although he didn't know it at the time], Priestley had
discovered oxygen.
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Louis Pasteur (1822–1895)
Louis Pasteur's research found that the souring of beer and
wine was caused by microorganisms,
and that these microbes could be removed by boiling and
cooling the liquid immediately
– now known as pasteurisation.
This process was later extended to milk. By pasteurising it,
the potentially harmful pathogens within it are killed off,
making it much safer to drink.
[As well as discovering microbiology], Pasteur also
unearthed the process of vaccination.
He proved that some diseases are caused by
microorganisms that multiply in the body, and that if these
microbes are weakened and retained the body forms a
resistance to the disease.
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Alfred Nobel (1833–1896)
If the most prestigious awards in the world of academia are
presented in your name, it's fair to say you’re among the greatest
minds in your field.
Aside from exceptional linguistic skills (he mastered four foreign
languages), Alfred Nobel was a highly successful chemist credited
with the invention of dynamite, which historically proved incredibly
useful for blasting tunnels, building railways and constructing
roads.
Given the widespread use of dynamite, Nobel accumulated great
wealth.
In his will, he asked that his fortune be used for presenting annual
awards in the fields of chemistry, physics, medicine, literature and
peace, with an award for economics later added.
Today, Nobel Prizes are the pinnacle of achievement in these
fields.
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Dmitri Mendeleev (1834–1907)
In 1869, Dmitri Mendeleev published what's generally cited
as the first periodic table, Mendeleev's Periodic System,
which arranged chemical elements in order of their atomic
weight.
Once arranged, the ordering of elements shows clear
groupings where similar properties are displayed.
Anyone who studies the periodic table will know these
groups, with the Noble Gases and the Alkaline Earth Metals
just two of the columns in the table containing elements with
similar properties.
As many of the elements hadn't yet been discovered,
Mendeleev's table had several gaps.
But the nature of it meant he could accurately predict the
properties of missing elements … !
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Marie Curie (1867–1934)
Marie Curie is one of the most famous names in science.
This is arguably in part due to the charity set up in her name,
but her achievements in chemistry also merit recognition.
In 1903 Curie became the first woman to win a Nobel Prize,
for Physics.
In 1911, upon winning the Nobel Prize for Chemistry, Curie
became the first person to win two Nobel Prizes. She's still
the only woman to do this and remains the only person to win
two Nobel Prizes in multiple sciences.
To earn this recognition, Curie discovered polonium and
radium, with her 1911 Nobel Prize awarded for the isolation
of radium and its compounds.
She's also known for introducing X-ray technology and
radium into medicine
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Alice Ball (1892–1916)
The first successful treatment for leprosy was developed by
Alice Ball in the early 20th century.
She studied at the University of Washington and the College
of Hawaii,
and was the first African American and first woman to gain a
master’s degree in Chemistry.
Her method to treat Hansen’s disease alleviated symptoms
of leprosy, resulting in thousands of patients being
discharged from healthcare facilities all over the world.
Ball tragically died at the age of 24, and it wasn’t until six
years after her death that the work was properly credited in
her name.
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Dorothy Hodgkin (1910–1994)
Winning the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for her research
in protein crystallography, Dorothy Hodgkin is widely
considered a pioneer in her area of work.
After gaining both undergraduate and PhD degrees
from the University of Cambridge, she developed the
technique of X-ray crystallography, which determines
the 3D structures of molecules.
Hodgkin confirmed the structure of vitamin B12 and
decoded the structure of penicillin, findings that are
vital for work in the field of structural biology today.
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Rosalind Franklin (1920–1958)
During her short lifetime, Rosalind Franklin’s work into the
fine structure of coal and graphite, as well as the structure of
viruses, was widely appreciated.
But her contributions in discovering the helical structure of
DNA only really gained her posthumous recognition. The
double helix shape is one of the most iconic images in
chemistry, and Franklin discovered it through her work on the
X-ray diffraction images of DNA.
Unlike many on this list, Franklin doesn't have a Nobel Prize
to her name.
The Nobel Committee doesn't award prizes posthumously,
but it’s widely thought that had she been alive, she would’ve
shared the Nobel Prizes won by those she worked with.
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Marie Maynard Daly (1921–2003)
American biochemist Marie Maynard Daly is widely
considered the first African American woman to gain a PhD in
Chemistry.
She did it from Colombia University, where she researched
compounds and the effect they have on the body and
digestion.
Throughout her career, she continued important research
around cholesterol, sugars and proteins, as well as crucial
studies on the effects on the lungs from smoking cigarettes.
She also developed programmes to help minority students
gain entry into medical school and graduate science
programs.
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Mario Molina (1943–2020)
In the 1970s, when Mario Molina began his research, CFCs
(chlorofluorocarbons) were used as refrigerants and chemical propellants.
They were believed to be harmless, but they kept accumulating in the
atmosphere.
Molina and his colleagues wanted to discover what happened to them.
They discovered that upon reaching the upper atmosphere, CFCs are
destroyed by the sun's radiation.
In turn, this process releases chlorine, which eats away at the Earth's
ozone layer.
The largest hole in the ozone layer is over Antarctica, and this allows
harmful UV rays to penetrate our atmosphere and reach the Earth's
surface.
Had Molina not discovered this phenomenon, humans may never have
made efforts to reduce CFC emissions, and the damage to the ozone
layer would've been much worse than it is now.
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Each node represents a subdiscipline and
the lines represent
the strength of similarity between
the nodes.
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Forget biology, chemistry or physics – the
most exciting research is happening at the
interface of the disciplines
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Let us open our mind to interdisciplinary research
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• The challenges we face are not solvable by
people remaining in their single discipline
silos.
• Science is about ideas and the creative
process.
• Interdisciplinary research teaches you that:
• The distinctions between sciences are
artificial – an approach from one area can be
applied to another.
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Scenario Planning
as a methodology
to understand
uncertainty and
challenge conventional thinking,
and develop four plausible
but unexpected scenarios
for the future of …
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Analysing the present:
7 key themes were identified that may shape the future of the
chemical sciences
2. Future demand:
It is likely the chemical sciences will be increasingly required to
solve challenges in energy and climate change, food production
and clean water. Chemistry might have an increased role in
biochemistry and the pharmaceutical industry, as well as in the
maintenance
and
development
of infrastructure …
5. Technology – efficiency and innovation:
Advances in technology are likely to remain a major trend, with farreaching implications for the future of the chemical sciences. The
nature of research, organisational structures and careers might
need to change in response to these radical changes.
26
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6. Openness – disruptive, inevitable and uncertain
Open data, open access and open content might drive
collaboration, specialisation and increased transparency,
but the consequences are not fully understood … !

•

7. Social change – changing workforce and public
attitudes
Strong growth in demand for medicine for age-related
conditions and changing demographics might lead to
competition for talent and a new definition of talent that
is more diverse and inclusive. There may be an increased
public appetite for chemical science-related challenges with
greater public intervention on how public money is spent.
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As the world becomes more connected, science and
technology may become decentralised. How would
automated, remote and modular chemical sciences change
the world?
If austerity measures continue in the world’s biggest
economies, public funding for research could be withdrawn
entirely … ! How would we adapt to a world where scientific
discovery is driven by the priorities of private funders …?
Shifts that directly impact the immediate environment, for
example the automation of chemical processes, or in
developments in the wider context, such
as an ageing population or changes in societal values.
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Mapping weak signals of future
Drivers of issues that might not be highly influential in the
present, but that could become important catalysts of change
in the future.
These weak signals included a variety of case studies and
examples, such as personalised healthcare and DIY microengineering, distributed energy grids, batteries of the future,
catapult centres and the extreme longevity movement.
These case studies illustrate the drivers of change in the
sector, how they might evolve and the questions that need to
be answered.
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Technology is likely to drive radical improvements in efficiency, processes, computational
modelling and metrology.
This is likely to further impel interdisciplinary working and change the nature of research,
the character of academic and professional careers, organisational forms and industrial
structures.
Experimentation is expected to become radically more efficient. This will impact research,
(who) is able to conduct this work and the necessary infrastructure. Computational
developments, combined with advances in real-time and high-throughput
experimentation, may radically reduce the time required for modelling and to “get stuff out
of the lab”.
Approaches to research on organic synthesis, general catalytic chemistry and testing the
physical properties of models will see changes, and we are expected to become even
more focused on thermodynamics. The production of “molecules on demand” may follow,
although this development probably sits beyond our ten to twenty year time horizon. We
may be able to produce models on demand for specific clients and to develop a product
without extensive testing.
A Shift in Paradigm
4 domains: IoT, Digital, AI and Automation, offer the disruptive dimension for innovation in
any field in the present and the time to come.
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Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be
understood. Now is the time to understand
more, so that we may fear less.

… Marie Curie
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